ROADWAY, STORM DRAIN & STORM WATER MANAGEMENT
LONG GATE
SECTION 1, AREA 2
2ND ELECTION DISTRICT
HOWARD COUNTY, MARYLAND

FUTURE LONG GATE SECTION 1 AREA A

FUTURE LONG GATE SECTION 1 AREA B
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NOTE

1. ALL WORK SHALL BE OCTOBER IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE HOWARD COUNTY DESIGN HANDBOOK, VOLUME IV, EXCEPT FOR UTILITIES AND DETAIL WORK.
2. WHERE THE EXTENDED PATHS OF EXISTING UTILITIES ARE SHOWN, THE CONTRACTOR SHALL ISSUE ALL RELATED INFORMATION TO THE OWNER AND CONTRACTOR WITHIN 14 DAYS OF THE CONTRACTOR'S COMMENCEMENT OF WORK.
3. WHERE THE EXTENDED PATHS OF EXISTING UTILITIES ARE SHOWN, THE CONTRACTOR SHALL ISSUE ALL RELATED INFORMATION TO THE OWNER AND CONTRACTOR WITHIN 14 DAYS OF THE CONTRACTOR'S COMMENCEMENT OF WORK.
4. THE CONTRACTOR SHALL BOUND THE EXTENDED PATHS OF EXISTING UTILITIES WITH BOUNDARY MARKERS.
5. THE CONTRACTOR SHALL BOUND THE EXTENDED PATHS OF EXISTING UTILITIES WITH BOUNDARY MARKERS.
6. THE CONTRACTOR SHALL BOUND THE EXTENDED PATHS OF EXISTING UTILITIES WITH BOUNDARY MARKERS.
7. THE CONTRACTOR SHALL BOUND THE EXTENDED PATHS OF EXISTING UTILITIES WITH BOUNDARY MARKERS.
8. THE CONTRACTOR SHALL BOUND THE EXTENDED PATHS OF EXISTING UTILITIES WITH BOUNDARY MARKERS.
9. THE CONTRACTOR SHALL BOUND THE EXTENDED PATHS OF EXISTING UTILITIES WITH BOUNDARY MARKERS.
10. THE CONTRACTOR SHALL BOUND THE EXTENDED PATHS OF EXISTING UTILITIES WITH BOUNDARY MARKERS.
11. THE CONTRACTOR SHALL BOUND THE EXTENDED PATHS OF EXISTING UTILITIES WITH BOUNDARY MARKERS.
12. THE CONTRACTOR SHALL BOUND THE EXTENDED PATHS OF EXISTING UTILITIES WITH BOUNDARY MARKERS.
13. THE CONTRACTOR SHALL BOUND THE EXTENDED PATHS OF EXISTING UTILITIES WITH BOUNDARY MARKERS.
14. THE CONTRACTOR SHALL BOUND THE EXTENDED PATHS OF EXISTING UTILITIES WITH BOUNDARY MARKERS.
15. THE CONTRACTOR SHALL BOUND THE EXTENDED PATHS OF EXISTING UTILITIES WITH BOUNDARY MARKERS.
16. THE CONTRACTOR SHALL BOUND THE EXTENDED PATHS OF EXISTING UTILITIES WITH BOUNDARY MARKERS.
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INCHES ON 9-10-1994